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Indeed, heavy duty greases and grimes have done their worst, they have
exceeded their limit but we know that you haven't yet used on them the
grime eater that is more powerful than acid, so don't lose hope yet. 
 
Epochem 502 heavy duty degreaser is specially formulated for your
challenging jobs. Your engine bays, undercarriages, off-road wheels and
industrial equipment encounter some of the hardest challenges
imaginable, for examples: Heavy contamination clogging up moving
parts, promoting corrosion and ruining the look of your vehicles, years of
neglect and lack of cleaning leading to severe dirt and grease build-ups
on your engine bays, wheels and undercarriages, even your off-road
vehicles and industrial equipment can get extremely filthy after just a
couple of normal use. 
 
Epochem 502 heavy duty degreaser is formulated with advanced super-
cleaning additives and extra-strength surfactants to simply melt away
stubborn grease, oil and grimes. So use it wherever other degreasers and
all purpose cleaners fail. Clean out engine bays, undercarriages, wheels,
exhaust systems, industrial equipment, big rigs, tractors, diesel trucks,
farm equipment, filthy kitchen tile and grout, drain grates, garage floors,
filthy tools, factory machines, and anything else that needs intense
cleaning. Epochem 502 heavy duty degreaser cuts through caked on dirt,
grease, motor oil, brake fluid, diesel fuel, brake dust, rail dust, road grime,
coolant, and more. 
 
Epochem 502 heavy duty degreaser cleans any area thoroughly, leaving it
ready for service, or for further detailing with protectants, polishes, or
sealant. Spray down filth and grease with Epochem 502 heavy duty
degreaser, agitate the contamination with a parts-cleaning brush, then
rinse away the debris with water.
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For general cleaning applications, Epochem 502 Heavy duty
Degreaser can be diluted 20 - 50% in water. For tougher cleaning
and/or degreasing apply cleaner full strength to penetrate through
dirt and grime. . Epochem 502 heavy duty degreaser utilizes super
concentration technology to give you more power for the difficult
task ahead. The percentage dilution of Epochem 502 heavy duty
degreaser can be adjusted accordingly to handle any job from the
smallest stain to the dirtiest engine compartment. 
 

            
 

You can visit our website to learn more of our various offers. Or
simply contact us to request for a technical data sheet and get your
quote.
 
Kind Regards 
Uba, Ebere Josephine 
Brand Executive 
+2348169831245 
ebere.uba@epoxyoil.com
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